Reforming Sport Paper

For this paper you will be required to outline “One (1) Way to Dramatically Improve Sports in American Society.”

Identify one pressing social issue challenging the sports industry in the United States. The issue you select will include a specific fact and observation to demonstrate why the issue you are suggesting needs improvement and is indeed a problem in today’s sports landscape. Students must also include a specific way to fix the problem and why the recommendation will cure this ill in society. Students must reference at least 2 sources in their responses.

The paper requires 2 to 3 pages for your response and the reference page is beyond the 3 pages.

The paper must be submitted to Turnitin.com and then submit it into Moodle.

(More information to follow regarding Turnitin.com)

The assignment is due by Saturday, April 29 at 11:55 p.m.